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a 3.0 OBJECTIVES 
- 

, , 

'In this unit, we shall examinkthe place of Public Administration among Social Sciences 
and its relations with other Social Sciences, in particular, with Political Science. ' 

Sociology, Economics, History and Law. 

Af!er studying this unit you iould be able to: 
q .  6 I I 

'describe the integrated nature of knowledge 
explain the inter-relatedness of different Social Sciences and 
describe how the concepts and issues of Public Administration are related to those of 
political Science, Sociology, Economics, History and Law. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
' 

From the time of Plato and Aristotle of ancient Greece to the 18th Century, Social 
Sciences have $en regarded as a single subject of study. With analysis of different, aspects 
of it, it has split into differen! disoiplines. Their development was hastened by the 
Industrial Revolution which gave rise io issues requiring investigation by s&xialists. The 
broad division of Social Science into Economics,  ist tor^, Political Science, Public 
Administration, .Sociology, etc. has proved inadequate to the understanding or the solving 
of several problems posed by social phenomena. This has led to specialisation in different 
areas of a subject (e.g. ~conomich ihto Applied Economics, Econornetdcs, etc. Political 
Science into Political Sociology, Political Anthropology, etc.). As a result it has become 
increasingly difficult to realise an integrated perspective of social events. Indeed, the 
writings in Social Sciences in the 20th century testify to the phenomenal expansion of 

. specialisation. However, too much specialisation may lead to unrealistic results ignoring 
" 

social phenomenon in its totality.. f t  i s  like missing the wood for the trees. This is so,, 
because, no social event is unidimensi~nal nor does it occur in isolation. It is linked with, 
economic, political, administrative and social systems of a country. In order to 
understand the role of administrative system of Public Administration in a social setting, it . 
is necessary to know the relationship between Public Administration and sth& Social 
Sciences. This unit is designed to he1 you not only to understan$ the nature of social ,, 
phenomena but also to h o w  whether k i a l  Sciences can be regarded as Sciences; what , 
features Public Administration has, asp Sacid Science wd hdw it is rel&d to other~acial 
ScienceS. 

S 
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The Nature of Public 
Adm!nistratiun 3.2 SOCIAL PHENOMENA : THEIR INTEGRATED 

NATURE 

No social event can be studied in  isolation without reference to other events. Consider for 
instance, the policy on Reservation. A good section of people are supponing i t  and an 
equal number are opposing it. If it i s  viewed only as a policy, for raising or reducing the 
percentage of reservations we would be facing difficulties. We have to take into 
consideration i t s  root cause which is the outcome of the historical development of the 
lndiin society. This means'that we have to analyse the social, economic, political and 

' " 

cultural aspects of reservation policy in order to be abje to formulate it in such a way as' ti) 
meet the ends of social justice and ensure national progress. Likewise. with regard to the 
problem of growing inefficiency in public offices you have to take into account .a whole 
spectrum of policies ranging from the recruitment policy thinugh educatiorral policies to 
the absence of 'achievement' motivation. Then only you will know what hus causcd it. If 
you view inefficiency only as a matter of discipline in the offices' you may no1 he ahle to. 
solve the problem of ihefficiency. - .  3 I 

Check Your Progress I 
. : I 

I 

Note : i) Use the space given below for;your answer . ! 
. . 

ii) Check your answer with those given at the end of this unit. 
I 

* 
I )  Explain the integrated nature of social phenomena with illu.\~rations. 

.- 

One of the problems faced by almost all Social Sciences is the absence of some important 
features of a Science. The main features of aLScience' are (a) exactness, (b) validity and 
(c) predictability. Sciences have laws which are verifiable; Sciences follow a systematic 
procedure of observation, investigation, experimentation, the building o f  a hypothesis, 
verification of the hypothesis by facts, tabulation, classification and correlation o f  facts, I 
etc. in order to arrive at conclusions that can be put forward as generalisations. Thus 
exactness, universal validity and predictability are ensured. 

) I  
I 

As observed by Aristotle, a great Greek Philompher, Art is to do and Science is to know. If 
Scienke is called a systematic body of knowledge, i t ~ n  !x acquired only through the 
appli'cation of the scientific method. At first, knowledge was viewed as a single entity in 
which various subjects of s'ludy ootild be regarded as different dimensions o f  it. Later, we 
find subjects divided into sciences'such as Physical Sciences, Life Sciences and Social 

t 

, Sciences. But just as the way we call Physical Sciences whish deal with physical 
phenomena as exact Science or Sciences, we cannot call Social Sciences which deal with 
human beings as Sciences. The reason is that, the social phenomena in which human beings 
play a major role cannot be studied in as rigorous a way as the physical phenqmena crrn be. 
Morwver, no Social ~ u e n m  can claim such exactness rq to he ahle to make predictions. 

I This, however, does not mean that i t  i s  impossible to evolve vlrlid laws about buman 
- I 

behaviour. The contribution of Sigmond Freud to Psychology cannot.be ignored. The point 

- 24 
is that the level o f  exactness which is attainable in Physieal Scicnccs iL not possihlc in . * 

I w* 
L 
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Social Sciences. 'Facts' in Physical Sciences, unlike those in Social Sciences, need not be Public ~dministration and 
other Social Sciences related to any prescribed setting or context. 

To be regarded as Science, Social Sciences have to have principles which are of universal 
applicability and validity. While some subjects in Social Sciences can claim to have 
developed such principles, the others can prove no such claim.'The reason is that human 
behaviour is, so complex that it is difficult to account for it, using the same principles in 
every context. For example, no political scientist .can trace certain political developments 
to any one cause. However, you should not assume that there are no principles in any 
discipline of Social Sciences. pot  all Social Sciences have such principles to which the 
criteria of exactness, universal validity and predictability Cali be strictly applied. The 
scientific methods which are used fot arriving at accurate results , are now being bonowed 
by Social Sciences. The behavioural movement which has called for extensive use of 
empirical techniques for the scientific study of human behaviour, has made 
inter-disciplinary approach possible. It is against this background that we shall consider 
Public Administration as a Social Science. 

! 

Public Administration deals ~ 8 t h  certain aspects of human society. Various public 
organisations are supposed to serve the public in different ways. To the extent to which the 
administration deals with the public. Public Administration can be called a Social Science. 
Public Administration is a Social Science having techniques and abstractions of its own I 

concerning the concepts of action and its own problems of theory. It is vitally concerned 
with, the integration of knowledge in other Sciences, physical, biological, and I 

psychological. Further, Public Administration relies on the method of observation rather 
than on that of experimentation. Although experimentation in a laboratory is not possible 
in the case of Public Administration, the advent of behaviourialism has made it possible. 

Public Administration appears to be both positive and normative. Questions of 'What is' 
and 'What ought to be' are as much relevant to Public Administration as they qre to 
Political Theory. Public Administration has been passing through v a r i ~ u s ~ ~ ~ a g e s  of theory 

' buildihg. In other-wckds, it 'is a discipline in the making. 
b 

\ 

. Check.Your Progress 2 , 

Note : i) Use the space below for your answer . 
ii) Check your answer with those given at the end of the, unit. 

- - 

1) Explain the distinctidn between the nature of Physical Sciences and that, of Social , 

Sciences. 
I .  

.......................i'rr.............................................................................................................. 

Let us now consider the ;elation between Public pdministration and other Social 
Sciences, lli:.' Political 8cience. Sociology, Economics. History and Law. . 
.3,4.1 Relation with Political Science 
?tall the intarit:elationships among Social Sciences, those between Political*Scie~qe and Public 
Administration itand apart from otherh. Politicil,Science, according to a ~ o c r ~ l  Scien'tist. 

. is concet.~scj \i:rt 1 the study of "authoritalive allocations of viluesl'. I t  focuses'o" thc ' - 'mlation?hin ~qtu.$k~~ the State and individual. it prdvides answers to quesdonh concerning 
I 
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The Natureof Public the origin and nature of the State and also considers the institutions through which the 
Administrsltirtsl members of society exercise power. For a long time Public Administration has been 

regarded as a part of Political Science. About 100 years ago Woodrow Wilson called for 
the separation of Public Administration from Political Science on the ground that 'the field 
of administration is the field of business'. Following Woodrow Wilson, Frank Goodnow, 
yet another brotagonist of the separation of Public Administration from Political Science 
has observed that since a large pan of adqinistration is not directly connected with politics 
it needs to be removed from the control of political parties. Writers from the US were 
largely influenced by the above mentioned argument and emphasised the need for 
overcoming the ill-effects of the 'spoils system' according to which the party coming into 
power replaces the officials appointed by its predecessor with those chosen by it to run 
administration. However, the hundred years old history of Public Administration brings out 
the severe limitations to which the growth of Public Administration as an independent 
discipline is subjected. I t  isstherefore, not surprising that the contemporary theoreticians of 
Public Administration have advocated its re-unification with its parent discipline, i.e. 
Political Science. 

We know that the political system of every country is related to its administrative system. 
Indeed, it is the country's political system which creates its administrative system. 
Conventionally speaking, Political Science deals with policy making and the 
implernenta~ion of policies is left to the administrators. Thus the administration is charged 
with the responsibility oftranslating the political will of a country into practical forms of 
action. However, this is easier said than done. Again, it would be noted that the 
administration plays a significant role in the formulation OF policies also. It follows that the 
political qstem and administration influence each other to such an extent that it will be 

I 

sometimes~difficult to demarcate between the roles played by them respectively in kbe 
given case. In a parliamentary'gqvernment like India. while the minister, as a political 
leader and member of Cab~net participates in policy making, but as the top boss of the 
Ministry/Department, is also involved in administrative decision making. Similarly th6ugh 
the civil servants are supposed to administerlimplement the policy-decisions, the senior 
administrators are also involved in policy-formulations by way of providing 
data/information/advice to the Minister. As has been pointed out by some writers, the 
character and form of administration of a country are influenced by its political system. If 
this view is accepted, it may be asked whether one can understand the administrative 
system without understanding the political system. For instance, in a democratic syste~p of 
governance the bureaucracy (or the administrative system) is expected to obey its plitical 
master. In suchla case the concept of bureaucratic neulrality put forward by Weber ( a 
~ e r m a n  Sociologist whb is considered an authority on types of bureaucracy) does .not hold 
good. 

Administration is regarded as a powerful agent of change in most of the developing 
countries. But, the nature of the State'itself in such countries is the root cause of poverty, 
inequality and injustice. In such cases we have to examine the prevalcnt.politica1 system 
before we analyse the role of Public Administfation in the country concerned. Thus the 

separation of Public Administration from Political Science, according to some critical 
observers; denies us the requisite 'political approach' to Public Administration. For I 
instance, the study of the Indian Political system, the historical evolution of Indian 1 
Administratiye System, the debates in the Constituent Assembly and the basic 
constitutional law which are all 'subjects of Politikal Science would alone provide an 
insight into the process and theaworking of the Public Administration in the country. In 
fact. there are certain areas of study common to Political Science and Public Administration 
such as. Public Policy, Comparative Constitutions, and Local Govemment. Again, 
Govemment is regarded as a continuous integrated process comprising different 
functio~~legislative, Executive, Administrative. Considered in this light, the scope of 
Public Administration is not a routine process but a dynamic process ln\iolving 
considerable discretion. Studies in administration, therefore, focus not only o i  policy 
fonnulatio? but also on political parties. pressure groups; public apinion. etc. The methods , 

and techniques of Political Science are borrowed extensively by researchers in Public 
Administration also, which includes'public policy, public welfare and public interest. The 
relationship between politics and adniivistration is so close that they may be regarded as 
the two sides bf a coin. 
C 

Check ~our.'ho~ress 5 
Note : i) Use the space below for your answer. 

ii) Check your answer with those at the cnd of the unit. 
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.; 1) j,llustrate the relationship'between PoliticalScience and Public ~d~ninistri~tion; 

....................................................................................................................................... 

Public ~dminlstration and 
other Social Sciences 

. . . . . . . . . .  .................................................................................................................... ................ 

3.4.2 '&,lation with Sociology 
Sociology is concerned with the scientific study of social structure. It is a Science which 
studies the form of human actions in society. It also studies the inter-relatedness of the 
other Social Sciences. It is called by some a 'super science' unifying the generalisations of 

' 

the other Social Sciences. Post colonial societies continue to be in the grip of an all 
pervasive bureaucracy. They are marked by inequalities of every kind. This is why the 
policies and their implementati'on in such countries need to be studied within a broad 
framework of class, caste and power. American scholars like Riggs and Presthus have 
brought out clearly the undifferentiated nature of social reality characterised by a close 
nexus between society, polity and its administrative system. 

Adminidtration as we are aware, operates in the context of the society of which it is a part. 
Hence, just as the society is concerned with goals, values, belief systems, so also should be 
the administration. Thus we notice a two way relationship; administration exists in a social 
setting and the pattern of administration theoretically is determined by society. Through 
administrative leadership the society may be influenced. Sociology is concerned with the 
human behaviour in a group, the various types of groups and the ways in which they 
influence human instincts and activity. Administration is a cooperative endeavour in 
which, a large number of people are engaged in achieving certain objectives. The 
'administrators themselves form a distinct group known as bureaucracy which, while . 
maintaining its identity frequently interacts with its social environment. If the organisation 
is big enough there will be small groups and even sub-groups within it. These small groups 
and sub-groups have their own loyalties, sympathies, antipathies; ethics, outlook which 
would influence the administrative apparatus. Sociology offers to Public Administration 
information about groups, their behaviour, and the way they affect social life. It is, 
therefore, not surprising that writers regarded as eminent in Public Administration 
primarily belong to Sociology. Max Weber's essay on bureaucracy has influenced many 
other writers in Public Administration. Some of the recent works in Sociology on status, 
class, power, occupation, family, etc., provide useful information and a theqretical base for 
the Sociology of Public Administration. ' 

The classical theories of administration tell us about the importance of structures in 
administration, considering 'human behaviour to be static, The contemporary theories, 
regarding it as being dynamic, investigate why a particular decision is taken by an 
administrator in a particular situation. In the course of such an investigation the study of 
sqcial background of administrators will be found pecessary. The tools developed by 
Sociology are made use of by the scholars of Public Administration in order to understand 
the sociology ofadministrators.' A notable work in this,field is that by V. Subrahmaniam I 

on the social background of Indian Administrators. The interest in studies of the 
representativeness of a country's bureaucracy'makes for the study of the relationship 
between Sociology and Public ~dministration. If one looks at the administrative structures 
engaged in the reconstruction of societies, Cspecially those of developing countries, one 
will find that the bureaucracy is engaged in community action. 

A good number of institutions/universities offer a course in Social Administration as part 
of the Postgraduate and other programmes. Premier institutes like the Tata Institute,of 
Social Sciences are offering special training programmes to the officials of welfare ' 

a gencies like Tribal Development, etc. The National Institute of Rilrq Developmedt ' 

conducts'special training courses for the personnel of All India Services which are 
intended to acquaint the administrators with the 'sociology of'rural India. 
J 

Check Your ProgrCss 4 
Note : i) use  the space below for your answer, 

ii) Check your answetwith those given at the end of the unit. 
I . 
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The Nature of Public 
, Administration 

1) "Social system influences administrative system" Comment. 
r ' .  ...................................................................... ................................................................ 

....................................................................................................................................... 
......................... ! .................................................................... -.....*.... .............................. 

3.4.3 Relation with Ecmomics . 

"Economics is a science concerned with those aspects of social behaviour arid rhose 
institutions which are involved in the use of scarce resources to produce and distribute' 
goods and services in the satisfaction of human wants:' This definition of Economics may 
be said to have been modified by the well-known economist, L. Robbins, who defines it as' 
"the science which studies human behaviour as atelatioKship between ends and scarce 

. 

means which have alternative use:' 

These definitions suggest that economics is as much concerned with human behaviour as 
any other Social Scienm. ' 

The major objectives of administration during 18th and a good part of 19th century were 
maintenance of law'and order and collection of revenue. In the wake of Industrial 
 evolution there occurred a radical transformation of the concept of the State. This was 
due to its being compelled to become more responsive to the needs of the masses, 
especially the working classes than ever before. Industrial Acts fixing working hours and 
minimum wages extended an enormous pressure on the administration. Goals like the 
establishfnent of a socialist society led to the expansion of the role of administration in - development. Those industrie's which had been hitherto managed by the private sector had, 
come under the direct administration of the govemment. The fast growing Public ~ec io r  
(i.e. industries directly under the government) illustrates the relationship between -- 
Economics and Public Administration. Indeed, the expanding role of the Public Sector and a 

direct intervention of the govemment to regulate extreme swings in the economy place a 
great burden on Public Administration. 

Planning has been'chosen as the means!to realise the goal of Socialist society, If efficient 
implementation of plans ensures goal attainment, the task of the administrators is to choose 
methods for effective implementation of plans. The administrators today,have been 
entrusted with the responsibility of managing railways, insurance companies and tackling 
issues concerning agriculture, banking, etc. They, therefore, have got to have an ' 
understanding of.the'economic problems of the country. 

The ancient classic ~rthashastra,'is not only a treatise on the art of administration but 
also a reference book on .Economics. In several other respects Arthashastra points out the 
close relationship between Public ~drninistrabn and Economics. 

3.4.4 Relation with History 
' According to E,H. Cart, 'history is a cpntinuous process of interaction (between the 

historian and his facts) an unending dialogue between the present and the past'. 

History prevides an insight into the past. The study of historical background of a country 
enables us to understand its adminmative systems. Historians have rec9rded.not only 
political events like battles and the deeds of rulers but also particulars of administration., 
*For instance, L.D. White in his books on the early history of American administration. .' 

administrative history of Medieval England provided useful material for unilerstanding the 
systems of administration of those times, History tells us how administrative problems 
arose in the past and how they were solved. 

Signjficantly, modem historians have been paying increasing attention of the pkvalent 
administrative systems.'This augurs well for Social Sciences like Public Administration . 
since it will provide' valuable information to them. 

3.4.5 Relation with Law 
Acmrdiq to Mali~xnki. Law is 'sanctioned norm'. According Gadhart, Law is any rule 

. . q n i d  being obligatory by the bulk of the cgmmunity. In other words, violation of 
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- 
I 

norms is usually followed by counteraction. A legal norm is marked by probability that it Public Admidistration and 

will be enforced by specialised staff. The authority to enforce rules is vested in @her SoelPl S c l o ~ m  
i administration. This explains the relationship between Law and Public Administration. 

Public Administration has to function within the framework of the law of the country. In 
other words, law sets the limits of administrative action, though it allows considerable 
discretion to the administration. A subject common to these two disciplines is 
Administrative Law. ~ e ~ i s l a t u r e  enacts laws (acts) which the administration has to 
ihplement. 'The role of administration is not restricted to implementation only; it has a 
h l e  to play in law-making also. Civil servants have a say in the formulation, presentation 
and enactment of laws. 

In fact. Public Administration has been described by a writer as a machinery concerned 
wi& the 'systematic and detailed execution of law'. The relationship between 
administration and law appears to be so close that in some countries Public Administratidn 
is studied as part of some courses in law. Some subjects like Delegated Legislation, 
structure and functioning of Administrative Tribunals are studied by both the students of 
Law and thqse of Public Administration. 

The Indian form of Ombudsman (i.e., Lok Pal hnd Lok Ayukta) are studied by students of 
Public Administration as institutions for the redressal of public grievances. The study of 
such institutions show the increasing importance of the relationship between Law and 
Public Administration. 

3.5 ' LET US SUM UP 

All social phenomena are found integrated in nature. No social event can underskood 
completely without an understanding of its various dimensions. While krlowledge is r 
regarded as single entity, the need to study different aspects of it led to specialisation. 
While the mushroom growth of specialisation led to a spun in research, the need'for an 
integrated approach to social reality has not been met.  heref fare, the study of various 
disciplines vis-a-vis others has become necessary. Public Administration as a discipline is 
only about 100 years old. It got sep-arated from Political Science a few decades ago. It has 
close relations with other Social Sciences. It owes its emergence to Political Science, But 
as it i~ finding it difficult to sustain itself as an independent discipline. it is being 
increasingly felt that it must be strengthened with concepfs drawn from Political Science. 

- Public \Administration is related to Sociology.also. Public ~dministratibn cannot be 
4ppreciated without:an understanding of social reality around it. Works of Sociologists like 
Max Weber influenced the theory and practice of Public Administration. The fact: that the 
modem administrator is known as a social engineer, confirms the close relationihip 
between Sociology and Public Administration. With the advent of planning the 
'relationship between Public Administration with Economics has grown stronger, 'Fhq 
present day administrators ought to know the economic aspects of the polity for effective 
imp1ementation.of policies. 'The focus of administration. in the Third World countries is on 
reyoval of poverty. Matters connected with mobilkation of resources (taxes, exports, 
impofis, etc.) have a great bearing on administration. History is yet another subject with 
which Public Administration has a close relationship. Knowledge of the past enables us to ' 

understand the present. Public Administration and Law are also closely related. The role of 
administration has been described as that of a machinery for systematic execution o f '  law. 
There are some subiects common to Law and Public Administration. 

The discussion in this unit clearly brings out the inter-related nature of the social ,I 
j 

phenomenon and -its knowiedge. !I 
i !I 
t I 

3.6 KEY WORDS 
8 

I i 
\ I 

\ f 

C&stitutional Law : The branch of law that governs the formation, reformation and , I .  
\ > 

2 .  application of a constitution. 

Empirical : Based or acting on,observation and experiment; not on theory 
, -, I '  .., Hypothesit : A proposition or supposition made from known facts as the basis fo* 

reasonigg of investigation. i ) *  29 
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The Nature olPublic !dndustriai Revolution : The transformation of society, occurri~lg first in Britain in the 
Administration second half of the 18th century and the first part of the 19th century, in which the bulk of 

the working population changed from agriculture to industry 

Normative : Establishing a customary behaviour. 
', 

Post.Colonial Societies : Societies which have attained independence from Colonial rule. 
Pressure Croups : A group (united by common interest) which has sufficient influence 
on Central Government to be able to put pressure on behalf of its interests. 

3.7 SOME USEFUL BOOKS 
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, 3.8 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS, 
EXERCISES 

Check Your Progress I 
1 ) See Section 3.2 
Check Your Progress 2 
I )  See Section 3.3 
Check Your Progress 3 
I )  See Sub-section 3.4.1 
Check Your Progress 4 
I )  See Sub-Section 3.4.2 
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